INTRODUCTION
============

The multitude of recent discoveries regarding novel functions of RNA, including the RNAi mechanism and the involvement of regulatory RNAs in cancer and infectious and neurodegradative diseases, make the RNA studies a field of growing practical importance ([@B1]).

In this respect, the knowledge of complex 3D folds of the RNA structures is essential to understand the increasing number of their biological functions ([@B2],[@B3]). In recent years, we have observed a continuous growth in the statistics of protein data bank (PDB)-deposited RNA structures, although their number (above a thousand structures) is still much smaller than nearly 40 000 protein structures available ([@B4]). Undoubtedly, solving the structure of the ribosome ([@B5],[@B6]) gave access to a wealth of structural information ([@B7]), which made the above statistics more favourable.

Most of the studies on the RNA structure start from the analysis on the secondary structure level. From this viewpoint, programs for secondary structure prediction ([@B8; @B9; @B10; @B11]) comparative analysis ([@B9]), secondary structure alignment ([@B10],[@B12]) and visualization ([@B13; @B14; @B15]) are indispensable, often offered as the web-accessible tools.

Understanding the RNA structure--function relationship with the use of the computer-aided modelling requires methods to search for the RNA motifs and fragments and to analyse and manipulate tertiary structures. Despite the increasing demand, the computational tools to perform those functions are much less developed than in the case of proteins ([@B16]). Until presently only a small number of methods have been designed for the 3D structure-based RNA search, e.g. using a reduced representation of the RNA conformational space to pseudotorsional angles η and θ ([@B17]), dihedral angles ([@B18]) or phosphorus atoms ([@B19]). These programs allow for alignments of the RNA tertiary structures and their fragments. Others are offered for the analysis of RNA torsional angles and helical parameters ([@B20],[@B21]), identification and classification of canonical and non-canonical base pairs ([@B22; @B23; @B24]) as well as drawing secondary structure from atom coordinates ([@B23]).

The RNA databases play an important role in the RNA analysis on the tertiary structure level. Both the RCSB PDB ([@B4]) and nucleic acids database (NDB) ([@B25]) hold a collection of RNA structures. Deposited files, apart from atom coordinates, provide a wealth of structural data, give supportive information and allow for the structure visualization. The RNABase ([@B26]) consolidates all biomolecular structures containing RNA both from the RCSB PDB and NDB and makes complete conformational maps and analytical data available for each structure. The MeRNA database ([@B27]) offers information and classification of metal ion-binding sites in the RNA structures. The structural classification of RNA (SCOR) database ([@B28]), which surveys the 3D RNA motifs within the PDB- and NBD-deposited RNA structures, is also frequently visited. This elaborated, RNA architecture hierarchy-based database, gives in its 2.0.1 version not only the access to over 8000 RNA structural elements, mostly internal and hairpins loops, but also to less frequent tertiary interactions motifs. The SCOR provides also a glossary of the RNA structural motifs. Unfortunately, this database is not updated on the regular basis.

Here, we present the RNA FRABASE, the web-accessible engine with relational database, which allows for the automatic search of the user-defined, 3D fragments within the RNA structures available in this database. The search based on regular expressions and the pattern-matching method is very efficient. The pattern includes the RNA sequence(s) and/or secondary structure(s). The output list of query-matching RNA fragments gives access to their coordinates in the standard PDB-format files, which are ready for direct download and visualization at the client site. Additional information about their conformational parameters and canonical base pairs is given. The RNA FRABASE is automatically, monthly updated and is freely accessible at <http://rnafrabase.ibch.poznan.pl>. We hope that this new tool will be of general interest for researchers working in the field of RNA structural biology.

METHOD OUTLINE
==============

Searching for 3D RNA structural motifs in a conformational space is a process that is much more complex than searching the databases for the primary and secondary structural patterns with the use of regular expressions and the pattern-matching method. A number of algorithms as structural pattern finders have been developed ([@B29; @B30; @B31]). Their efficiency comes from the simplicity of the data format and the RNA structure descriptors used to encode the primary and the secondary RNA structures.

Therefore, in order to design a method for the 3D RNA fragments automatic search, we have decided to extract structural data from the 3D RNA structures, which would enable us to take advantage of efficient searches on the level of sequences and secondary structures.

As presented in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the encoding and searching concept of RNA FRABASE consists of three major stages. Figure 1.The encoding and searching concept of the RNA FRABASE presented for the *Haloarcula marismortui* 5S rRNA structure (PDB code 1FFK).

*Stage 1*. The information about base pairing and other structural data is extracted from the PDB-deposited RNA structures and transformed to the primary and secondary RNA structure string formats. The RNA FRABASE holds the RNA sequences in the one-letter code and the secondary structures encoded in the 'dot-bracket' notation ([@B9]). This transformation has been conducted with our own script employing a list of base pairs for every RNA structure delivered by the RNAView software ([@B23]).

*Stage 2*. To start searching for the 3D RNA fragments, the user needs to provide an input pattern defining either RNA sequence(s) and/or secondary structure(s) in the RNA FRABASE format.

*Stage 3*. The search engine scans all RNA structures placed in the relational database to find those, which exactly match the input pattern. Subsequently, the engine links the resulting fragment locations in the primary and secondary structures to the atom coordinates of defined residues within 3D RNA structures.

IMPLEMENTATION
==============

The core of RNA FRABASE consists of the database, the search engine and the web interface. They are directly associated with all the actions undertaken by the user. The remaining part of the system, concerning the data collection and computation, consists of several assistant scripts performing in the background. These scripts are responsible for sugar, backbone and χ torsion angles calculation, sugar pucker calculation and identification of the base pairs using the RNAView software ([@B23]).

The flowchart representation of RNA FRABASE showing the relations between all of its components is presented in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The RNA FRABASE runs in SUSE Linux environment. It has been developed as the relational database in PostgreSQL. The search engine is served by the Apache http daemon along with the PHP scripts. The interface component consists of the web pages designed and implemented in HTML. The assistant programs have been encoded in AWK and PHP. The RNA FRABASE has been tested on Windows and Unix/Linux platforms. It can be operated through many web browsers, like Mozilla, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Opera. The service is hosted and maintained by the Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poznań, Poland. Figure 2.The RNA FRABASE flowchart.

Database
--------

As of August 2007, the database contains (i) RNA sequences in one-letter code and secondary structures, in the 'dot-bracket' notation, derived from 1065 PDB-deposited RNA structures and their complexes, (ii) a collection of atom coordinates of unmodified and modified nucleotide residues occurring in RNA structures, (iii) calculated RNA torsion angles and sugar pucker parameters, (iv) information about base pairs given by the RNAView software ([@B23]) and (v) PDB identification codes with links to deposited information about RNA structures, experimental method used, resolution and short description of RNA structures. The RNA FRABASE holds not only RNA structures composed of unmodified nucleotides, naturally occurring modified nucleotides (e.g. typical for tRNAs) or synthetic nucleotide analogues, but also the RNA--DNA chimeras and RNA--DNA hybrids. Every database entry is automatically checked for conformational errors.

RNA sequences in the RNA FRABASE database are coded in the one-letter format. The unmodified RNA monomer residues are coded in capital letters, i.e. A, C, G, U. All modified RNA and non-RNA units, like DNA units, and 5′-dephosphorylated residues are recorded in small letters giving the closest analogy to parent nucleoside. The sequences are stored and searched in the 5′--3′ direction.

RNA secondary structures are coded using the 'dot-bracket' notation ([@B9]). In the 'dot-bracket' notation an unpaired nucleotide is represented as a dot and a base pair is represented as a pair of opening and closing brackets. In the RNA FRABASE brackets are used only in case of an explicit Watson--Crick AU, UA, CG, GC and wobble GU or UG base pairing. Bracket notation is extended to represent secondary structure of pseudoknots and kissing loops, by inserting squared '\["and"\]' brackets. The curly brackets '{"and"}' as well as angle brackets '\<"and"\>' are used for the most complicated structures such as higher order pseudoknots in RNAs.

Search engine
-------------

The RNA structure is formed by a single, folded oligoribonucleotide strand. The RNA FRABASE engine is designed to search for user-specified RNA fragments which might be single- or multi-stranded ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The number of strands, which compose a fragment, is unlimited (e.g. the seven-way junction, Figure S1). The user is asked to provide an input pattern describing those strands. To ensure that the input pattern is legal, one should follow the RNA FRABASE format, which is described subsequently. Every strand should be defined in one separate section. The section concerning the strand is composed of two or three significant lines: Line 1 is obligatory---contains '\>' followed by a unique strand identifierLine 2 is optional---contains the RNA sequence in the 5′--3′ direction and in the one-letter format coherent with IUPAC--IUB codesLine 3 is optional for single-stranded fragments---contains the secondary structure in the 'dot-bracket' notation

In any place of the entry, a user can insert a comment line starting from '\#'. The following convention should be used when querying for the fragments containing two or more strands: each strand must be associated with the subsequent one at least by one W--C base pair or GU, the last strand must be paired with the first one, and the number of opening and closing brackets should be the same for all the strands to define the whole fragment ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Moreover, each input pattern is scored by an objective-weighted function, which assesses the level of precision of the fragment\'s definition. The pattern is accepted for searching if its score goes beyond a system threshold. Both the function and the threshold values have been optimized experimentally. The input pattern, when accepted, is passed along to the main search engine procedure. The algorithm based on regular expression-matching principles is used. In its first step, the most informative strand of the RNA fragment is located within all the entities stored in the database. Next, the remaining strands of the fragment are matched one by one within the subset of structures selected in the previous step. Each resulting fragment is checked for conformity with the secondary structure defined in the input pattern. The efficiency of the algorithm depends mainly on the complexity of the query, i.e. number of strands, their lengths and the level of sequence description.

The search engine can work in two modes. In the default mode, both capital and small characters in the sequence(s) pattern are treated equally. In the second mode, those characters are recognized and the 'modified residues sensitive search' can be executed.

User interface
--------------

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} presents snapshots of different information and results given by the RNA FRABASE. Upon entry, the RNA FRABASE home page <http://rnafrabase.ibch.poznan.pl> gives direct access to the 'Search' window (panel A). Panel A contains the sequence/structure entry box in which a user provides the input data, i.e. either RNA sequence(s) and/or secondary structure(s) in the RNA FRABASE format. This data might be directly loaded from the user\'s own file(s) using browser option. The user query might also be saved in the text format. As a help for the user, six example entries are given concerning: tRNA, RNA hairpin, bulge, internal loop, three-way junction and kissing loops. Figure 3.The RNA FRABASE interface snapshots: panel A, front page with the 'Search' window; panel B, 'Advanced Search' with provided filters; panel C, a list of query-matching RNA fragments with structural information---upon checking the structure(s) on the list, major structural information about 3D RNA fragments is available concerning coordinates (panel D), torsional angles (panel E) and canonical base pairs classification (panel F). The RNA fragment(s) coordinates saved in the PDB-format files are ready for direct download and visualization.

Alternatively, the user can enter the 'Advanced Search' (panel B), which provides filters to narrow the search using the following options: The search for RNA structures containing modified nucleotide residues. To activate it, the 'modified residues sensitive search' box should be checked.The experimental method used to determine RNA structure and its resolution. To activate this filter, the appropriate box should be checked and the resolution value (Å) typed in.The ranges of conformational parameters (torsion angles, sugar pucker parameters). Limits for conformational parameters should be typed in the appropriate format, which is described in detail in the 'Help' section of the RNA FRABASE.

As the output, a list of query-matching RNA fragments is generated (panel C). The list can be saved in the CSV file format. The list contains the following information concerning each RNA fragment: the PDB ID of the parent RNA structure (directly linked to the original PDB file), sequence, secondary structure in the 'dot-bracket' notation, identifier of the chain in which RNA fragment has been found, position of the fragment within the chain(s), experimental method used, functional class, date of structure deposition and structure resolution. Upon marking the structure(s) on the search result list, major structural information is available: atom coordinates (panel D), torsional angles (panel E) and the canonical base pairs classification (panel F). Clicking 'show coordinates' button gives access to the fragment(s) coordinates in the PDB-format which can be saved and downloaded for direct visualization at the client site as exemplified by the kissing loop motif structure (example 6, PDB ID 1FFK) using e.g. PyMol software ([@B32]). Clicking 'show torsion angles' gives the complete list of sugar and backbone parameters: α, β, γ, δ, ɛ, ζ, χ, *P*, *v*~max~, ν~0~, ν~1~, ν~2~, ν~3~ and ν~4~ to be saved in the CSV file format. The third option lists the Watson--Crick and GU base pairs in the Saenger\'s and Westhof\'s notations.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

We have presented the RNA FRABASE, which is a web-accessible engine with a database, which allows for the automatic search of the user-defined, 3D fragments within a set of RNA structures. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first web-accessible tool that performs this operation. Until now, this kind of search has required tedious manipulations. The algorithm behind the engine is highly efficient, making a typical search through all the RNA structures in our database possible in a short time on a user\'s standard PC. The output list of the query-matching RNA fragments gives access to their coordinates in the PDB-format files, ready for direct download and visualization. Within the advanced query option, the use of a filter defining the limits for RNA torsion angles should be very useful to compare the conformational details of the user\'s own structures with those deposited within RCSB PDB database. Several applications of the RNA FRABASE might be envisaged. The one pursued in our laboratory is the 3D RNA structure modelling directed towards the RNA therapeutics. Currently, we apply the RNA FRABASE in connection with the 3D RNApredict program ([@B33]) for the high-throughput prediction of a large set of RNA structures (pre-miRNA) using the RNA templates approach.

In future, we intend to enlarge the searching capabilities of the engine by applying the RNA structural descriptor format ([@B31]), include the NDB-deposited RNA structures and introduce the list of non-canonical base pairs.

AVAILABILITY AND CITATION
=========================

The RNA FRABASE database in its 1.0 version is continuously maintained and automatically updated every month. The database is freely available at <http://rnafrabase.ibch.poznan.pl>. Users are invited to contact us through the 'Contact us' link to give critical comments and suggestions. If you use the RNA FRABASE in a published report, please cite this article.
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